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CDC: Coronavirus
may have infected
24 million in U.S.

House passes broad police overhaul bill

Director says official totals are low
92 to 95 percent of country could still be susceptible
BY L ENA H . S UN
AND J OEL A CHENBACH

buy an assault rifle.
“We are just going to go out and
start slaughtering them f---ing
n-----s,” the officer said.
Their conversations in early
June probably would have remained between them, except for
a squad car camera that was accidentally activated and recorded
the rhetoric. The private racial
vitriol among officers in the public
trust was discovered the next day
by a department official. On
Wednesday, Wilmington Police
Chief Donny Williams said his department had fired the three offi-

The number of people in the
United States who have been infected with the coronavirus is
likely to be 10 times as high as the
2.4 million confirmed cases,
based on antibody tests, the head
of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention said Thursday.
CDC Director Robert Redfield’s
estimate, shared with reporters in
a conference call, indicates that at
least 24 million Americans have
been infected so far.
The antibody tests examine a
person’s blood for indicators that
the immune system has mounted
a response to an infection. The
serological surveys are being
done around the country as epidemiologists try to measure the
reach of the virus to date. Redfield
said he believes 5 to 8 percent of
the population has been infected
so far.
Significantly, that would mean
92 to 95 percent remain susceptible to a coronavirus infection.
Experts say this is the critical data
point showing that the pandemic
remains in its early stages and
people need to continue to try to
limit the viral spread.
The CDC director’s comments
came as case counts continued to
surge to record levels in many
states, particularly in the South
and West, during warm-weather
months that many had hoped
would provide a lull in the pandemic.
Alabama, Nevada and Missouri
reported single-day records for
new coronavirus cases, a day after
the national total hit a single-day
high of 38,173 cases.
Amid signs that Texas has lost
control of the epidemic, Gov. Greg
Abbott (R) announced the state
would pause its reopening to try
to halt the flow of infections. He

see policing on A8

see cdc on A13
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Speaker Nancy Pelosi (Calif.), right, and other House Democrats head to a news conference Thursday on the steps of the
Capitol to tout the wide-ranging George Floyd Justice in Policing Act, which the chamber passed Thursday night — a
day after Senate Democrats blocked a GOP-led bill. “It will save lives,” Pelosi said of the House measure. Story, A8

Poll: For black voters,
racism is top concern
S COTT C LEMENT,
D AN B ALZ
AND E MILY G USKIN
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Black Americans say racism
and police conduct are the most
important issues in their choice of
candidates for president, are
sharply critical of President
Trump on both matters and see
increasingly high stakes in the
outcome of November’s election,
a Washington Post-Ipsos poll
finds.
Former vice president Joe
Biden currently leads Trump by a
not-unexpectedly lopsided mar-

gin among black registered voters, 92 percent to 5 percent. His
supporters are about evenly split
on whether they are casting an
affirmative or negative vote, with
roughly half saying they mainly
“support Biden” and the other
half saying they mainly “oppose
Trump.”
Despite the overwhelming support he enjoys, Biden faces clear
challenges in mobilizing younger
black adults. This is a group that
strongly disapproves of Trump
but is also notably less enthusiastic about voting at all and is genersee poll on A10

Police chiefs confront
bias within their ranks
R ORY L AVERTY,
M ARK B ERMAN
AND T IM E LFRINK
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WILMINGTON, N.C. — The police
officers were discussing work
when their conversations moved,
as so many have recently, to the
protests against racial injustice
rippling across the country.
Their words quickly turned
hateful. One officer used racist
slurs to assail a black judge and a
black woman he had arrested,
while another described feeling
like a civil war was coming and
described his plans to go out and

Behind Northam’s statue push: A descendant of slaves
BY

RICHMOND — It was an explo-

see lawyer on A11

Many scorned at home
as mercenaries who
abandoned own fight
BY K AREEM
AND Z AKARIA
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Rita Davis, legal counsel to Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam and the first woman to serve in that
role, helped devise the legal strategy for removing the Robert E. Lee monument in Richmond.
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D.C. lawmakers advanced measures to cut
$15 million from the police department budget,
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PHOENIX — A drive-up testing
site equipped for several hundred
people in West Phoenix was
swarmed on Saturday by about
1,000 people, leaving some baking in their cars for hours.
A nearby testing station has
already reached capacity for this
weekend, appointments vanishing within minutes. Hospitals are
filling up. Restaurants are again
shutting down, more than a
month after Arizona reopened its
economy under the mantra “Return Stronger.”
Arizona has emerged as an
epicenter of the early summer
coronavirus crisis as the outbreak
has metastasized, flaring across
new parts of the country and,
notably, infecting more young
people.
Maricopa County, which includes Phoenix, is recording as
many as 2,000 cases a day, “eclipsing the New York City boroughs
even on their worst days,” warned
a Wednesday brief by disease
trackers at Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia, which observed,
“Arizona has lost control of the
epidemic.”
But physicians, public health
experts, advocates and local officials say the crisis was predictable
in Arizona, where local ordinances requiring masks were verboten
until Gov. Doug Ducey (R) reversed course last week. State
leaders did not take the necessary
precautions or model safe behavior, these observers maintain,
see arizona on A12

Syrian civil war combatants
now clash in Libya’s conflict

G REGORY S . S CHNEIDER

sive question, delivered by text
message, and Rita Davis was
ready for it: Could the governor
simply take down Richmond’s
divisive statue of Robert E. Lee?
As legal counsel to Gov.
Ralph Northam, Davis had been
researching that very topic for a
year. Now it was being posed by
her colleague, Secretary of Public Safety and Homeland Security Brian Moran, who had just
watched a crowd angry about
police violence against African
Americans gather outside a
state office building as
Northam (D) held a news conference inside.
Moran was thinking of Charlottesville in 2017, when white
supremacists rallied around a
statue of Lee and a young counterprotester was killed. Richmond’s even bigger monument
was now the focal point of
demonstrations. What if alt-

How Arizona
‘lost control of
the epidemic’

F AHIM
Z AKARIA

The Syrian fighter was a teenager when he joined his first
militia and a veteran of two
armed groups by age 25, a close
relative said. He posted brooding
photos of himself on Facebook
wearing fatigues and posing with
guns, proud to share his battlefield exploits.
But there are no posts about
Mamdouh’s most recent assignment, in Libya, where he joined a
Russian-backed security force,
according to the relative. The
mission was supposed to be secret, but it also carried a whiff of
shame. It transformed Mamdouh
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Sergei Khrushchev,
former Soviet leader
Nikita Khrushchev’s
son who grew disillusioned with the communist system and became a U.S. citizen,
died at 84. B5

from fighter to foreign mercenary and placed him on the battle
lines facing other Syrians, former
adversaries in their own country’s civil war but now squaring
off in someone else’s.
When he called his family in
Syria last week from Libya to ask
for their prayers, his father called
Mamdouh a dog and said he
would refuse condolence calls if
the fighter was killed, according
to the relative, who lives in Turkey. The relative spoke on the
condition that his name as well as
Mamdouh’s full name be withheld to prevent retaliation
against the family.
Thousands of Syrian men have
been recruited for the warring
sides in Libya over the past year,
coaxed to fight there by powerful
foreign sponsors and promised
lucrative salaries or other incentives, according to a Syrian human rights monitor, Syrian opposition members, and Libyan and
see syrians on A13
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